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Abstract: Group scheduling issue includes two stages of scheduling. At first, sequence of parts in each 
family-part is specified and then sequence of family-parts is determined. In this article, group 
scheduling issue was studied with flow shop rate in order to minimize the longest time of the work 
completion. In traditional group scheduling, work processing time is constant value and independent of 
work sequence. This hypothesis is not suitable at most times because ability and skill of worker 
increased by repetition of work, ability and skill of the worker and as result, work processing time 
deceases. This phenomenon is recognized as learning effect. In this article, a position-based learning 
model was used in cellular manufacturing system in which processing time of each family –part 
depends on sequence of that part entrance. Group scheduling problem was modeled with regard to 
position-based learning effect and by assuming family-part sequence dependent setup time. Two 
different genetic algorithms and a heuristic method for solving this problem were developed and 
assessed by experimental issues. Numerical results obtained from assessment of the proposed solutions 
indicate that the second genetic algorithm is better than other proposed methods in terms of answer 
quality.  
 
Key words: Cellular manufacturing system; Group scheduling; Learning effect; Position-based  
                     learning effect; Sequence-dependent setup time. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Cellular manufacturing system is a manufacturing system in which parts similar in terms of form, design or 

manufacturing method are clustered in a group and manufactured by a group of machinery in a cell. Success of 
cellular manufacturing system is subject to correct division of cells and accurate planning of work. Therefore, 
group scheduling has special importance and position in this system. In group scheduling, sequence of parts 
(works) of each group (family, part) was identified and sequence of groups (family, parts) is specified for 
entering the cells. In traditional group scheduling problems, parts processing time (works) was assumed as 
constant and dependent values of sequence of the parts entrance to the cell. This hypothesis was regarded 
inefficient and ignored because repetition of work increases ability and skill of the worker and decreases work 
processing time. This phenomenon is recognized as learning effect in review of literature. Learning effect led to 
decrease of work processing time and will have direct effect on determination of work scheduling sequence. In 
this article, group scheduling problem was studied with regard to learning effect and setup time dependent on 
sequence in cellular manufacturing system with flow shop structure of some machines. In this article, Dejong 
learning model was included and modeled in this group scheduling with flow shop structure of some machines 
and then the model was solved with use of genetic method and a heuristic method.  

At first, scheduling problems were reviewed with regard to learning effect in section 2. In section 3, suitable 
learning model was selected and a mathematical model was presented for this problem. In section 4, model 
solutions were developed. In section 5, the sample problems were designed and efficiency of the proposed 
solutions was assessed. At the end of section 6, final results were mentioned and field of the future research was 
specified.   
 
Review of literature:  

Learning plays important role in manufacturing environments and effects of learning were proved by 
experimental studies. Learning philosophy is that time and effort spent for completion of an iterative operation 
decrease with increase of the number of iterations. On the other hand, increase of production rate increases 
knowledge and skill of operators and work processing time is reduced. Bicker in 1974 entered two hypotheses in 
scheduling problem and these two hypotheses are found in most of scheduling problems as follows:  

 Work processing time is specified in advance.  
 Work processing time is independent of sequence of work performance.  
In recent years, these two hypotheses were inefficient and ignored due to nonconformity of experimental 

planning to scheduling theory. In fact, many researchers concluded after study of experimental scheduling and 
scheduling theory that work processing times are compressible. A different approach for decreasing processing 
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time is use of learning concept. In fact, scheduling problem becomes more realistic wit learning effect. Learning 
effect is important when production environment changes. These changes can include some cases such as 
entrance of new personnel, machinery with new equipment, change of working process or new production. In 
literature of the learning which is created due to iteration of similar operations, automatic learning and learning 
which is created due to performance of managerial activities such as education, change of production process etc 
is called inductive learning. In scheduling problems, two different approaches were used for automatic learning 
as follows:  

 Position based approach:  in this approach, learning is affected by the number of work which was 
processed so far. This hypothesis is realistic hypothesis in case practical processing of work is machine-based 
and there is no human interference.  

 Total processing time approach: this approach considers time of processing for work which was 
processed so far. Therefore, this approach applies worker’s experience approach which was obtained from 
production and processing of work.  

 Biskup was the first person who studied effect of learning in scheduling problems. He used position based 

traditional exponential learning model ( a
rr rPP,P  , position work processing time rth  , r  work position, 

a  learning index), in single machine scheduling problem. Work processing time in exponential model depends 
on position of that work. He showed that this problem can be solved with shortest time rule in order to minimize 
total work completion time. Moshif showed that some traditional known solutions are not valid for single 
machine scheduling problem by assuming exponential learning model. He proved that single machine 
scheduling problem is solved with the shortest time rule in order to minimize the longest work completion and 
with regard to exponential learning model. This problem can be solved in order to minimize common due date 
as an allocation problem. Moshif showed in another research that parallel machines problem can be solved in 
order to minimize total time of work completion and with regard to exponential learning model as an allocation 
problem. Lee et al studied single machine scheduling problem with regard to traditional learning model and 
developed a branch and bound algorithm to solve it in order to minimize total time of work completion and 
maximum tardiness. Lee and Woo entered exponential learning in two machine flow shop problem and assumed 
that learning is applied separately on each machine. They studied this problem in order to minimize total 
completion time and presented a branch and bound algorithm. Bachman and Janiac showed that single machine 
scheduling problem is solved in order to minimize work balanced completion time with the shortest processing 
time rule. They also showed that this problem is solved in spite of equal processing time for all works with non-
ascending ordering. They used traditional exponential learning model in both problems. Javeau et al used 
exponential learning model in their research. They showed that single machine scheduling problem can be 
solved with the shortest processing time rule. Hypothesis of consistent weights in this problem indicates that the 
work which has shortest processing time has more weight. They also proved that single machine problem can be 
solved with the earliest due date in order to minimize the maximum tardiness and assume consistent due date. 
Consistent due date in this problem indicates that the work which has shorter processing time has earlier due 
date. They focused on flow shop problems of two machines and showed that this problem can be solved with the 
shortest processing time rule on the first machine in order to minimize total work completion time and assume 
equal processing time for all works on the second machine and to minimize longest work completion time. Chen 
at al used exponential learning model developed by Lee and Woo. They studied flow shop scheduling problem 
of two machines in order to minimize total completion time and the maximum tardiness and presented a branch 
and bound algorithm for solving it. Kolamas and Kiparisis studied problem of flow shop of two machines with 
exponential learning model developed by Lee and Woo with two different hypotheses. In the first hypothesis, 
work processing time on the first machine was shorter than their processing time on the second machine. In the 
second hypothesis, all work processing time on the second machine is weight of work processing time on the 
first machine. They showed that this problem can be solved with the shortest processing time rule in order to 
minimize total completion time and with the maximum completion time. Wang and Zia showed that known rule 
of Johnson doesn’t present optimal scheduling for flow shop problem of two machines and with regard to 
exponential learning model and in order to minimize the longest completion time. Iren and Goner entered 
traditional exponential learning model in single machine scheduling problem and solved this problem in order to 
minimize total tardiness with use of  metaheuristic algorithm. Ku and Yang combined sequence dependent setup 
time with effect of position based learning in single machine scheduling problem. They showed that this 
problem can be solved with the shortest processing time rule in order to minimize total completion time and 
minimize the maximum completion time. Review of literature shows that learning effect was studied only in 
single machine scheduling problems or flow shop of two machines. In most of these problems, traditional and 
developed exponential learning model was used. In this model, work processing time decreases by iterating 
performance of a work and such decrease is affected by works position. The major problem of exponential 
model is that machine operation time is not separated from manual operation and learning is effective on total 
processing time.  
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Proposed model: 
This article studies group scheduling in cellular manufacturing system in shop flow state. One of the gaps of 

group scheduling problems in cellular manufacturing system is failure to consider learning effect and we can get 
closer to real conditions. In this section, integer 0 and 1 was used for modeling scheduling problem. In this 
model, sequence of parts of each family-part was specified in the first stage and then family of the parts is 
scheduled by assuming fixed sequence of families’ parts and specifying real processing time of each part on 
each machine. Here, work completion time minimization target function was used in this problem. Minimization 
of this target led to increase of output rate and speed of manufacturing process and finally caused the product to 
reach the customer in no time. Therefore, in the first stage, scheduling i.e. determination of optimal sequence of 
parts in each family-part was introduced as target function and maximum completion time was minimized as 
target function.  
 
3-1- learning model: 

In order to use learning effect in scheduling problems, two approaches of position based learning effect and 
learning effect are used on the basis of total processing time. Position based approach is applicable when work 
processing is machine oriented. With regard to the fact that manufacturing system is cellular in which machinery 
plays important role in processing of parts and family of parts so that  we can say that most cells are machine 
oriented , in this research , position based learning effect was sued. By comparing the available position based 
learning models, Dejong model was selected among the available models due to two important characteristics 
for group scheduling in cellular manufacturing system as suitable model.  

 Separation of manual and machine operations from each other and application of learning effect only 
on manual work operations  

 Easy estimation of model parameters  
In this model, there is a parameter called incompressible factor leading to separation of machine operation 

from manual operation. As result, machine processing time remains constant and only manual operation 
processing time decreases. General state of Dejong model is as relation 1:  

r).1(.(MPP 0r M                         (1) 

rP : Time necessary for performing operations in rth position 

0P :  Time necessary for performing operations in normal state (without consideration of work positon) 

r : work performance position  
 : learning index or learning effect (learning rate logarithm in base 2 which is negative number)  

M : Incompressible factor  
With increase of the number of operations, time for performing manual operations in model was reduced to 

0 and time for performing total operations will have tendency to machine processing time.  
fM r).1(.(MPP ifjifjifjifrj                  (2) 

With regard to similarity in manufacturing process or design of parts of a family-part, we can assume 

unique for each family-part. In this model, a unique learning index ( f ) was considered for each family-part. 

Incompressible factor ( M ) for each part of the family-part was considered to be unique on each one of the 
machinery.  
 
3-2- Model hypotheses: 

in this model, the following hypotheses were considered with regard to applied specifications and 
conditions in cellular manufacturing system:   

1- Workgroups and manufacturing cells are pre-specified.  
2-  Manufactured machinery is accessible and there is failure of operations flow.  
3- In case of similar parts, such parts should be placed uniquely in family of the part.  
4- Setup time on each machine for each family-part depends on sequence of family’s entrance in cell.  
5- Anticipatory setup necessary for each family on the machine is independent of the applied parts.  
6- Setup time relating to parts of each family (partial setup time) was considered at their production times 

and was not considered independently.   
7- Normal processing time for each part on each machine is defined and partial setup time and machines 

transportation time were considered in it.  
8- Processing of each family of the part can be done only in a cell and there is no intercellular motion.  
9- In order to produce each part, a set of operations is necessary each performed by a kind of machine in 

cell.  
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10- Each family of the part can have a unique learning index and decrease of parts processing time follows 
Dejong learning function.  

11- In order to decrease setup time, when operations relating to family of the parts start with a machine, 
operation of another family doesn’t start until all operations of the parts are performed by the related machine.  

12- The produced cells have flow shop stricture and order of passage of parts through machines in each 
family is equal.  
 
3-3- proposed mathematical model: 

Parameters and symbols used in problem modeling are as follows:  
PF,1,f  -index relating to family-part number  

 n ,1,i f -index relating to part number  

j= index relating to machine type  

 n ,1,r f -index relating to position of parts processing position  

PF,1,K -index relating to position of family processing  

f =effect of learning of family-part f  

ifjM =ratio of machine operations of part i to family-part f on machine j 

gfjS  =setup time for family-part f which is processed immediately after family-part g on machine j 

fgjgfj SS   

ifjP  =normal processing times for part i from family-part f on machine j.  

ifrjP =practical processing times for part i from family-part f in position f on machine j  

frjAP  =practical processing time for part of rth position from family-part f on machine j  

rfjC =completion time of a part from family-part which is processed on position r on machine j.  

maxC =maximum completion time of parts from a family-part 

maxCF =maximum completion time of parts from a family-part 

jr,k,CF =completion time of rth position part from the family which is processed in kth position on 

jth machine.  

The following decision variables were used for modeling in new problem which was considered as variable 
0 and 1:  
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3-3-1- first stage of group scheduling proposed model  
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(9)                      m1,...,j,1,...,r ,  ,...,1ffor        C  C rfjmax   fnPF   

(10)     M, ,  m1,...,j,1,...,r ,  ,...,1ffor       ).rM -(1(M ifjfifjifj
f   fifrjifrj nPFPP  

 
Relation 3 shows the first phase target function of model which minimizes the maximum completion time 

of parts in each family-part. Relation 4 determines a part which should be processed in the first position. 
Relation 5 ensures that completion time of the present position part is longer than that of the previous part on the 
same machine in a family. Relation 6 ensures that completion time of a part on machine is longer than that of 
the same part on the previous machine in a family. Relation 7 shows that any part i from family-part only can be 
processed on a position in cell. Relation 8 shows that only one part can be processed in each position. Relation 9 
shows that the maximum time of family-part f equals to the maximum completion time of position r part on each 
one of the machines.  Relation 10 shows practical processing time of each part from a family-part with regard to 
normal processing time of that part, family-part learning index, part and incompressibility factor of each part in 
family –part on each machines. 
 
3-3-2- the second phase of group scheduling proposed model: 
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Relation 11 shows target function in the second phase of the model which minimizes maximum completion 

time of family –part. Relation 12 specifies the first family –part for processing in cell. Relations 14 and 13 
prevents from time interference of parts from family-part which is processes in the first position so that 
processing of this part on the previous machine ( 1j ) and processing of the previous part ( 1r ) on machine 

( j ) should be completed in order to process part of rth position on machine j. Relation 15 specifies sequence 

of the rest of family so that completion time of family-part which enters the cell later is longer than completion 
time of the family-part which enters cell earlier. In this time limitation, setup time is considered on the basis of 
entry of the family to the cell. Relations 14 and 13 prevent time interference of parts of each family-part. 
Relation 18 ensures that setup time enters relation 15 on the basis of sequence of the families. This limitation 
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shows that if family - part  g  is processed in position  1k  and family-part f in position k, family–part f will 

be processed after family-part g. relation 19 shows that each family-part can only be processed in a position. 
Relation 20 mentions that a family-part should be processed in each position. Relation 21 shows that the 
maximum completion time of families equals to the maximum completion time of each family-part.  
 
Proposed mathematical solution: 

Group scheduling problem in cellular manufacturing system is of NP-Hard type with regard to setup time 
dependent on sequence. With regard to the fact that metaheuristic methods have high ability to find good 
answers, genetic metaheuristic methods were used for solving the problem. These methods act in such a manner 
that they don’t stop in local optimal answer and try to exit local optimal point with use of different strategies 
while heuristic method gives better answer with higher and more economical efficiency. In this article, a 
heuristic method and two metaheuristic methods were given for solving the problem.  
 
4-1- heuristic method:  

Heuristic methods specify sequence of parts in each family–part and sequence of family's entry to cell. 
Schaller et al studied metaheuristic methods for group scheduling in cellular manufacturing system with linear 
flow structure and presented 12 heuristic methods with regard to families sequence dependent setup and in order 
to minimize the maximum completion time. Results showed that the best heuristic method is combination of 
CDS (Compbell-Dudek-Smith) (for determining sequence of parts in each family) and modified NEH method 
(for determining sequence of families to cells). With regard to the fact that applied hypothesis of learning effect 
was not considered in the first part of heuristic method i.e. CDS in order to determine sequence of parts in each 
family, therefore, CDS algorithm was revised and corrected and finally CDS algorithm was presented to 
determine sequence of parts of each family and modified NEH algorithm was used to determine sequence of 
families in the second part of heuristic method. The above heuristic method was named MCMN.  
 
4-1-1- modified CDS algorithm:   

Stages of modified CDS heuristic algorithm are as follows:  
Step 1: calculate manual operation processing time for each part  i  from family f . 

niforM
m

j

,...,1        )1(.PO
1

ifjifjif  


           (22)  

Step 2: order part of each family on the basis of non-descending order of total manual operation processing 

time and name this sequence 0SE .  

Step 3: calculate the maximum completion time in sequence of parts in SE0. 

Step4: put optimal sequence equal to sequence of 0SE  ( *SE 0SE ) and put the maximum optimal 

completion time against the maximum completion time of ( maxC  ( *SE ) = maxC  ( 0SE )) 0SE  and 1K  .  

Step 5: for sequence of *SE  for each part i from family f and with regard to its position  r  in *SE , 

calculate value of  ia  and ib .  
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m
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Step 6: for parts of which ia ≤ ib , order the parts on the basis of non-descending order of ia s and call that 

set u and for the parts of which ia > ib , order the parts on the basis of non+-ascending order and call that set v. 

new sequence of tSE will be as uvSEt  .  

Step 7: for new sequence of tSE , calculate values of ia  and  ib  with use of relations 23 and 24 and form 

new sequence. Repeat this action until another new sequence is not created.  

Step 8: calculate the maximum completion time for tSE s.  

Step 9: if Min ( maxC  ( tSE )) ≤ maxC  ( *SE ), then put *SE = tSE .  
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Step 10: put 1kk  . If mk  , go to the fifth step. Otherwise, accept *SE  as optimal sequence and 

maxC  ( *SE ) as optimal completion time.  

Step 11: If  PFf  , then, 1ff  and go to step 1, otherwise, stop.  
 
4-1-2- modified NEH algorithm: 

Stages of this algorithm are as follows:  

Step 1: calculate the average setup time ( fjS ) for each family-part on each machine. Then calculate 

effective processing time.  
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Step 5: if PFr  , put  1rr  and go to step 4. Otherwise, accept scheduling σ with the maximum 

completion time maxC  ( ).  

 
4-2- genetic metaheuristic algorithm:  

In this research, we studied two different algorithms on the basis of genetic method for solving the problem. 
In both algorithms, chromosomes were defined in such a manner that it mentions form of the expected answer. 
In the first phase of group scheduling, chromosomes show priority of parts in each family-part and in the second 
phase, it shows priority of family of the parts for entering the cell. Length of chromosome equals to the number 
of parts in each family-part and in the second phase, it equals to the number of family-part.  
 
4-2-1- first genetic algorithm:  

In both algorithm, primary population was created randomly and answers fitness was calculated. With 
regard to the fact that scheduling problem is of minimization type and goal of the problem is to minimize the 

maximum work completion time ( maxC ). Therefore, fitness of the obtained answers is reverse of target function 

introduced in the mathematical model and for this reason; chromosomes which have the highest rate of fitness 
are identified as the best chromosome. With regard to selected value for elite variable, some chromosomes  of 
which fitness rate is higher is directly transferred to the next generation and suitable answers select the best 
chromosomes of the available generation with regard to  keep rate on the basis of keep rate multiplied by 
primary population and other unsuitable chromosomes exit from generation . With use of weight roulette wheel 
method, we select the selected chromosomes for reproduction and reproduction pool is completed by 
reproducing children from the selected chromosomes with use of LOX crossover operator so that its population 
equals to crossover rate multiplied by the primary population. In case two equal parents are selected for 
reproduction of child, the second parent is excluded and the second parent is selected among the kept 
chromosomes. With regard to the presented mutation rate, we select the chromosomes randomly from 
reproduction pool and replacement mutation operator is applied on the selected chromosomes and they replace 
the previous chromosomes. At the end, chromosomes available in reproduction pool are transferred to the future 
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generation with elite chromosome of the current generation and in case of failure to meet stop condition; all 
phases will be repeated with new generation. Stop condition in both genetic algorithms is the number of 
generations and 50 generations were considered for both algorithms.  
 
4-2-2- Second genetic algorithm: 

An ideal algorithm should be able to keep high variety degree during transferring from one generation to 
another generation and unwanted mutations of operators cause deviation of algorithm in section which better 
answers are traceable. For this purpose, two diversity and intensification operators and one local search method 
were used. Diversity operator systematically creates the answers which have not been produced so far and 
expands search domain in answer space. In this operator, frequency of each work in each position is calculated 
among all reproduction pool answers and the work which was rarely in a special position is identified and a 
varied answer is produced by putting them together. In case the work which has the lowest frequency is selected 
in the previous positions during creating an answer, another work which has the lowest frequency is selected 
and in case such work is not available, this position will remain empty.  At the end, the operator determines the 
works which were not allocated so far and allocate them to the empty positions randomly. Intensification 
operator has effect on the elite answers and causes to produce answers on the basis of elite answers leading to 
production of local optimal answers. Stages of this operator execution are similar to that of diversity operator 
with this difference that the works which have the highest frequency in each position are put beside each other. 
In genetic algorithm, local search algorithm was used to improve the best answers obtained from each algorithm 
generation. This method is applied on the best answer of each generation and improves it if possible. This search 
starts with the first work in the best answer and continues by displacing the adjacent works of the right hand and 
replaces the previous answer n case of improving target function.  
 
Numerical tests: 

In this article, sample problems are designed and produced and then solutions are assessed.  
 
5-1- sample problems:  

 In this article, sample problems are classified into three small, medium and large classes in group 
scheduling problem and the number of families was produced in small problems from uniform distribution with 
range (2,10) , in medium problems  from uniform distribution with range (11,20) and large problems from 
uniform distribution with range (21,30). Parts in each family were produced from uniform distribution with 
range (2, 15). In order to produce setup time according to research done by Schaller et al, uniform distribution 
with range (2, 15) was used. Processing time of each part on each machine was produced from uniform 
distribution with range (5, 25) according to research done by Zegardi et al. In this research, three rates of 
learning 7, 0,8,0,9, and 0 were randomly used in order to use learning rate according to research done by Lee et 
al. The number of Machinery for each cell was 10 (problems of 2 to 10 family-parts) for small problems, 
20(problems of 11 to 20 family-parts) for medium problems and 30(problems of 21to 30 family-parts) for 
medium problems. Percentage of machine operations of each part was produced on each machine on the basis of 
conditions of the problem from uniform distribution with range (0.5, 0.9).  
 
5-2- Assessed methods: 

In order to assess efficiency of each solution, computer program of each method was written with use of 
MATLAB7 software and sample problems were solved on a Pentium 4 computer with Intel processor with 
processing speed of 3.2 gigahertz and external memory (RAM) of 1024 megabytes. In order to find the suitable 
value of essential parameters of genetic algorithm i.e. primary population, the number of elite, keep rate and 
mutation rate , 13 different scenarios were designed for the first genetic algorithm from primary population rate 
30,60 and 100 , crossover rate 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, keep rate 0.6 and 0.7 , mutation rate  of 0.05, 0.02, 0.01. With regard 
to the fact that the second genetic algorithm has two diversity and intensification operators, it has two 
parameters of diversity rate i.e. percentage of answers produced from diversity operator and intensification rate 
i.e. percentage of answers produced from intensification operator. With regard to the above parameters, 
diversity rate 0.05 and 0.1 and intensity rate 0.05 , 0.1 and 14 different scenarios were designed for the second 
genetic algorithm  for each scenario , 10 different problems were solved and each problem was executed for 10 
times. Average obtained results were regarded as final results to decrease error of algorithms random function. 
Scenarios results equality hypothesis in the first genetic algorithm and second genetic algorithm was tested with 
use of randomized blocks design test and scenarios results equality hypothesis was rejected in the first genetic 
and second genetic algorithm. In order to disclose real differences between scenarios, Duncan multiple range 
tests was used in each one of the algorithms and suitable scenario was selected for each algorithm. Value of 
parameters is described in table 1 in selected scenario for the first and second genetic algorithm.  
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Table 1: parameters of selected scenarios for algorithms 
Selected scenario parameters First genetic algorithm Second genetic algorithm 
Primary population 100 100 
Keep rate 0.6 0.6 
Crossover rate 0.7 0.7 
Elite rate 30 30 
Mutation rate 0.01 0 
Intensity rate - 0.05 
Diversity rate - 0.05 

 
After determination of suitable parameters for genetic algorithms and design of sample problems, 10 

problems of 2 to 10 family-parts, 10 problems of 11 to 20 family-parts and 10 problems of 21 to 30 family –
parts were solved in order to compare the presented solutions and each problem was executed for 10 times in 
order to avoid any random error and the best answer was included in each algorithm as the algorithm answer. In 
order to compare methods, two Indices of average algorithm execution time and percentage of answer error 
were used. In order to calculate error rate, relation 29 was used in which BR was the best response obtained 
from solution of the problem by the presented algorithms and RA was result obtained from the algorithm 
solution.  

BR

BRRA
RG


                     (29) 

 
5-3-work results: 

Results obtained from solution of problems 2 to 10 of part families show that average error rate is 0.33% in 
the first genetic algorithm, 0.01% in the second genetic algorithm and 3.16% in the MCMN heuristic method 
and average time of execution is 16,5  in the first genetic algorithm and 21.2 in the second genetic algorithm  
and 0.1 seconds in MCMN heuristic method. Therefore, the second genetic algorithm gives better answers in 
problems 2 to 10 of part families.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1: diagram of algorithms error rate diagram in problems 2 to 10 of part families 

 
Results obtained from solution of problems 11 to 20 of part families show that average error rate is 0.4% in 

the first genetic algorithm, 0.0% in the second genetic algorithm and 3.25% in the MCMN heuristic method and 
average time of execution is 46 in the first genetic algorithm and 63.8 in the second genetic algorithm and 0.27 
seconds in MCMN heuristic method. Therefore, the second genetic algorithm gives better responses in problems 
11 to 20 of part families.  

Results obtained from solution of problems 21 to 30 of part families show that average error rate is 0.7% in 
the first genetic algorithm, 0.0% in the second genetic algorithm and 2.99% in the MCMN heuristic method and 
average time of execution is 64 in the first genetic algorithm and 82 in the second genetic algorithm and 0.67 
seconds in MCMN heuristic method. Therefore, the second genetic algorithm gives better responses in problems 
21 to 30 of part families.  
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Fig. 2: diagram of algorithms error rate diagram in problems 11 to 20 of part families 
 

 
Fig. 3: diagram of algorithms error rate diagram in problems 21 to 30 of part families 
 
As specified from results of small, medium and large problems solutions, the second genetic algorithm has 

lower error rate than other methods have while MCMN heuristic method has the maximum error rate and the 
minimum time of execution in comparison to other methods.   
 
6-conclusion: 

In this research, position based learning effect was used in group scheduling problem in cellular 
manufacturing system. Dejong learning model was selected for group scheduling problem and this problem was 
modeled by assuming structure of flow shop of some machines and in order to minimize the maximum 
completion time. In order to solve the modeled problem, a heuristic method and two genetic algorithms were 
developed and efficiency of the proposed solutions was assessed by producing sample problems. Numerical 
results obtained from sample problem solution showed that the second genetic algorithm has better function in 
terms of response quality and heuristic method had better function in terms of solution time. In this problem, it 
was assumed that all parts of a family-part can be processed in a cell. In some cases, we can’t produce all parts 
in one cell. Therefore, parts are transferred from one cell to another cell in order to perform special operations. 
With regard to intercellular movements, we can develop the above model. In this problem, structure of cells was 
assumed as flow shop. We can develop the above problem for flexible manufacturing system in the future 
research. 
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